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By Patrick McDonnell

Andrews McMeel Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 208 pages. Dimensions:
10.8in. x 8.4in. x 0.2in.New York Times best-selling author Patrick McDonnells comic strip Mutts has
been charming fans since its creation in 1994 with its simple, sparse drawings and big heart. Patrick
McDonnells MUTTS is up there with Peanuts, Pogo, Krazy Kat, and Calvin and Hobbes-cartoons that
are smart and funny, brilliantly drawn and full of heart. MATT GROENIG, creator of The
SimpsonsMUTTS is one of best comic strips of all time. CHARLES SCHULZ, creator of Peanuts
MUTTS evokes an effervescent bliss, drawn from a century-old tradition, dating from Buster Brown
to Charlie Brown that, in an instant, turns words and pictures into poetic-play. JULES FEIFFER,
cartoonistInside Our Little Kat King, New York Times best-selling author Patrick McDonnell
presents his 15th chronological collection of Mutts strips. Showcasing nearly two years worth of
color Sunday strips and black-and-white daily strips, Our Little Kat King includes pop-art splash
pages that highlight McDonnells imaginative artwork and distinctive style. Deceptively simple yet
strikingly profound, Mutts speaks to fans of all ages through McDonnells expressive art and
humorous, often philosophical musings. As one of the most popular comic strips in the world with
an...
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive information for book fans. It is writter in basic words and never hard to understand. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once
you begin to read the book.
-- Otis Wisoky-- Otis Wisoky

This publication is great. It is full of wisdom and knowledge You will not really feel monotony at at any time of the time (that's what catalogs are for
relating to when you ask me).
-- Dr. Everett Dicki DDS-- Dr. Everett Dicki DDS
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